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I. IYTBODUCTION 
1 

The hypothesis of limitinq fraqmmtation or iPevnman 

scalinq*has been eminently successful in describinq hiqh 

energy collisions vhen onlv one final state particle is 
3 

observed. The hypothesis suggests that at very high enetqy 

a struck hadron will fraqmeat in a fashion independent of 

the enerqv and type of the particle striking it. Bore 

precisely, for a final state particle uith loaqitudinal 

momentum a fimite fraction, z, of the beam momentum* the 
E dd Lorentz invariant inclusive cross section, - j 
d df 

# is 

expected to become a function only of P and the transverse 

l oBentnaP, pk . In parton models, similar behavior is 

predicted for the parton stuck by the current in 
4'56 

lepto-production or produced in e+e- annihilation. In these 

- instances, an isolated (and unobservable) parton is 

converted into observed final state badrosas, ubich are 

anticipated to have a distribution independent of the initial 

state and determined only by tbe parton type and by 
7 

kinematic variables analogous to p, and Z. 

Two characteristic features of badroa fraqmentation are 

the existence of a flat plateau in rapidity (dz/z 

distribution for small z) and the retention of quantum 

numberscon the averase, in the fraqmentation region. Berman, 
4 5 

Biorken,and Koqut and Feynmao hawe speculated that parton 

fraqnentation should also develop a plateau. In addit ion, 

Fevnman'has suaqested that the quantur numbers of the (quark) 

parton are retained, on the averaqe, in the fraqrentation 

reqion, The existence of a flat, non-zero plateau 
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wouPd irplp a In Q'contribution to the multiplicity in e+e- 

annihilation and in lepto-production from the current 
6 

fragueatation region. The retention of fractional quark 

quantnr numbers, ou the average, in the parton fragmentation 

region would be a striking indication of a quark 

sub-structure for the hadrons even if quarks are not seen. 

A dgaasical aechanisra which could produce a plateau in the 

current fragwatation regPon is not at all nnderstoodjin 

fact most traditional calculable models lead to a finite 
q 

8aultiplicity that is a zero plateau - for this region, 

'Efoieever, we shall assume uith Peynraan that the 

nultiplicities from current fragmentation are logarithmic in 

Q' (which makes possible Feynuan scaling rhile avoiding the 

probles of observing particles with quark-like quantum 

amber@, With this constraint, we construct cascade models 

to describe parton and hadron fragmentation which are useful 

for studying Fevnuan*s quantue number retention hypothesis 

as well as other properties of inclusive lepton-hadron 

reactions, 

We find that Feyuean*s quantam number con-Jecture for 

parton fragmentation is not true in general in our models, 

although it could happen ~accidentally~. This was first 
la 

noted by Parrar and Rosner in a model in which fragmenting 

, 

partoas produce only mesons. Although a small amount of 
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baryon eaission can save the conjecture, the multiplicity is 

then forced to inmease too gnickly w%th Q2 (see Appendix) 

uith logarith5ic saltiplicities, owly a weaker version of 

,the coujecture is valid [see belov), but it does provide au 

experimental test although not as striking as that of the 

original grcposal, 

The major conclusion is that triality plays a central 

role in cascade processesa All triality 91 cascades evolve 

into a particular asyaptotic foru which is the charge 

conjugate of the asymptotic foru of triality -1 cascades# 

but not necessarily related to the asyaptotic force of 

triality zero cascadeso Thus the coefficients of In Qz and 

In s in the multiplicities in e+e- annihilation and pp 

collisi.ons need not be the saueo fn geuerald the quantum 

number retention hypothesis need hold only for cascades 

uhich become eigenstates of charge conjugation asynp- 

totically, as in the triality zero cascade frou a 

fragmenting hadron. In the case of triality +I cascades, 

the difference between the quantum numbers of the @ark and 

those left in its fraaentation region is a coastant, 

independent of the quark type. That constant is not 

necessarily zero and is not known a priori. Consequently, 

the barpon number or electric charge left in the parton 

fragmentation region cannot be predicted, 



IX. FRAGRERTATIOR AS A CASCADE 

The models we use to describe fragmentation may 

heuristically be described as cascadesI The fast moving 

hadron or quark which fragments is pictured as throving off 

c,particles in a cascade which proceeds towards lower 

$!apidities . Peynuan5inttoduced the concept to avoid the 

problem of observing particles with quark-like quantum 

nurbers. Consider for example, e+e- annihilation into hadrons 

which proceeds via a q6 intermediate in the quark-parton 

model. If asymptotically each quark fragments into a finite 

number of hadrons separated by a gap in longitudinal 

mo8entam. the fractional quantum numbers must appear in the 

final state. Consequently, Peynman proposed that the quark 

and the anti-quark initiate cascades which terminate when 

they meet by annihilating the quark-like quantum numbers. 

As Peynman speculated, the Quantum numbers of the quark 

could be retained in the fragmentation region on the 

averaqe. 

These cascades may be thought of as a step-wise process 

that deposits final state hadrons (or partons which are then 

converted into final state hadrons) at each step in 

rapidity. For eraaple, if the cascade occurs stepwise 

though emissions (like qWqf!I and qI-)qqB vhere fl is a meson 

and B is a baryon) in which the products (including the 

quarks uhich continue cascading) share the initial momentum, 
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t&en each step corresponds to a finite step in rapidity. 

The density of emitted particles per unit rapidity is 

preswied to become coxastaa~t away f~oks~ the initiating end of 

the cascade (the assranaption of a- pfateau). 

We are not prepared to say whether such a stepwfss pro- 

cess ought to be i agined to occur in physical space-timne or * 

whether it is really a BneBonic for some transformation 

between two representations of physical states - one a8 

hadrons and one as quark-partons. & literal PntespsetatLoe 

in space tiee may lead to phobless if the q and 5 systems 

get so far apart at high energies that anaih~lation and 

reaoval of the qatark qnantora nntebers are iepossib%e. 

Eiowever, the use of the cascade to represent the 

transforration of the fsagaenting particle into final state 

hadrons is Bore genesall than a ,cpecific space-ti 

ewolution. 

An eaa5ple of a cascade and its aathemtical 

description can be seen by refornulatiag a add given by 

Peynmeadin his book. Peynaaan considers a sii16pI.e aoael for 

8 +e- annihilation in which the rapidity gap betveen the 

initial qoatk and anti-quark is filled with W isosinglet qa 

pairs (!I A rapidity). adjacent quarks and anti-qnarks 

(beginning at either end) are then assumed to conwekt into 

pions (see Fig. la). Peynman uses a density matrix 

forualism go show that, on the arerage, the z-co 
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isospin of all the pims te the left (insensitive to where 

in the plateau the average is stopped) 5.s the Iz of the 

Peft-moving fragmenting qua&. This aodel can easily be 

cast into a cascade fosaaPi.srs to derive the same results. 

The fisst step of the cascade is the initial guark thsoving 

loff the first pion amI gro&ming a q&ark which then 

initiates the second step, etc. (see Fig.lb). Various 

1tesnatires ase ogfered at each step dependPug on the type 

aif pion ( T-+-) TTY ovn-) psoduced, Since a pasticnlas state 

after a certain nuebes of steps is uniquely labelled by the 

%Pnitial quark ~p~0a~~ea incoherently in the paston road) 

and the position and type of each pion in sapidity, there is 

80 interference between states. Consequently, probabilities 

can be usedin the place of amplitudes to describe the 

cascade, Boreover. the quaatnl numbers deposited in the 

hadronic final state aftes n steps is calculable solely from 

knowledge of the initial qn-ask and the quark present at t&e 

math step. Thus a probability sector representing the type 

of quark present at a particular step and a aatsiit 

describing the transition to the next step are sufficient to 

describe the cascade process. The quantum nuabess deposited 

in the fragmentation region are equal to those of the 

fnitiaf particle if the probability rector at the end of the 

cascade (II+ w ) is neutral in those quantum numbers. 

With only p and n quarks, as in Peynisan's example, the 
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Then if the probability of having a p OS n quark psesent at 

the #th step is represented by a two colsponent vector, 

the probability rector at the Htlst step is 

The eigenwectoss of T are u,= ‘, 
i ) 

with eigenwalues A,- i and 

respectively* Thus if 

& = -73 

then, 

Tbesefcse, the z-component of isospin carried by P, 

(limit of EJ,.as W--3 6.2 ) is zero which implies that the 

isospin of the initial quark is retained V on the average, 
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in the fragmentation region. Feynaan*s hypothesis works, in 
I1 

this flllOadr for the x-component of isospin, 

Hawerer, Farrar and 8osne:'showed that in certain cases 

feynsan's hypothesis is not true for electric charge. Their 

devastatingly simple argument paraphrased in terms of the 

above xadei'is that P oQ carries electric charge, i.e. 

so that the average charge left in the fragmentation region 

This eouaterexaeple destroys the hypothesis as a general 

principle, 

@hen % quarks are included, Q(P,) can be rero if SU(3) 

is exact; but this is an unlikely assumption since sang more 

pions than kaons are expected in the plateau ( in analogy 

with hadroaic reactions). The general node1 with cascade 

steps of the forre q--Wig is described by the following 

probability vector and cascade matrix: 
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The largest eigenvalue and its eigenvector are: 

so that (; (P, ) + 6; urtless a 4 b t c = 1 and ~$0 { the 

second condition insures the leading eigenvalue is 

non-degenerate). 

That Pey~~an~s b$pothesis fails for models with only 

~llesons emitted is obvisns from consideration of barpon 

number e Since baryons are not produced, baryon number (*l/3 

for 9e -l/3 for G) cannot be retained in the frageeatation 

region hsontrary to the hypothesis. Horeover , the failnre 

for e%ectric charge then follows from the Gel1 llanrm - 

Nishijima relation since the hypothesis holds for I, and 

fails for 'P = B + S (unless there is a compensating failure 

for So as in the exact SU(3) version of the Beson eSaission 

model). 

This suggests that the hypothesis Bight be valid if 

baryon emission is included. In fact, as we show in- tbe 

hppendix, any aslonnt of baryon emission resmrects Feynaanws 

hypothesis in BodeIs where the cascade is a discrete 

branching Backor process (quarks cascading independently). 

Unfortnnately, the independence asspsmption causes an 

avalanche of qaalsks resnltiglg in a multiplicity which grows 

as a power of Q 2 . The reason for the success of the 
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hypothesis in these models is that the number of quarts in 

the casicade increases so rapidly that the densities of 

quarks aad anti-quarks become equal, However, we must 

examiee the conseqnences of baryon emission in more 

realistic models Pehiere the cascade saturates (where tkere is 

a finite nuaber of quarks in the asyaptotic cascade) to 

~~odu~~ a logarithmic aultiplicity. 

6ae display next au exaiaple of a cascade with baryon 

eufission and logarithmic multiplicPty which can be solved in 

a fashion sixifax to the meson emission case. Once that is 

done we shall be able to conclude what results in more 

maoc%els ftb aore degrees of freedom, Consider a 

aodel ia which the mqtparksm are SU(3) singlets, carrying 

o~%y baryon ~~~b~~~ al/3 for quarks and -I/3 for 

Again suppose a siugle quark q has been 

isolated, as in eCe- annihilation or electsoproduction, Now 

we shall suppose that in a cascade step the q can emit a 

Beson* H, and continue as a q, or emit a baryon, B, and 

continue as a g<state, The 35 state we shall assume can 

euit a iaesoa (or mesons) and continue as ?jS, or emit an 
13 

anti-baryon and continue as a q. Thus we have a closed 

systes (setting aside the emitted hadronsj, which 

asymptotically produces a constant density of final state 

hadrons ia rapidity. Also we say use probabilities rather 

than auplitades since there is no interference. Let the 



probabilities for emission at each step be t+ 

P(q+Mc$ = o( 

Then if the probabilities of having a q or si present at the 

nth step are represented as a vector 

we hare 

Tbe eigenrectors of T areu,= 

eigeavalues hi=\ and bL=d 
Y 

-I I' rkpectively, Thus if 



then 

If either 4 or P is less than one, $is also less than one 

and the eigenvalnes are non-degenerate. Thus 

1-P 2zrp 
I -0c 
a-d-p 

The barfon number carried by P, 

so that the baryon number emitted is 

iS 



Peyman*s conjecture that the baryon number of the 

original quark (*l/3) is left in the emitted hadrons fails 

unless a-+8, Since there is no a priori reason for this 

constraint ue see that the conjecture is not a general property 

of cascade taodels with logarithmic multiplicities, 

Consider on the other hand a system with ttiality zero. 

Suppose that initially we have a qqq (=B) state which 

undergoes a cascade udich connects this state with q* (=a) 

and $j;i pii). In a fashion analogous to that above we hawe 

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the cascade matrix afe: 



Excluding special cases uhich produce degenerate 

eigeuvalues, P, is proportional to u, m Since u, carries 

no baryon nueber, the initial baryon number must have been 

suitted into hadrons,, on the average, unlike the case of a 

fsagnenting guark. Of CoPrsB, the retention of quantus 

numbers in a hadronic fragnentation region is well-known 

from the ideas of liuitinq fragrentation and 

Regge-buellerisa, - 

In terus of a cascade, the reason for the quantum 

number retention for triality zero and not for triality 3~ 1 

is charge conjugation invariance. The natrices describing 

the triality + 1 and zero cascades transform under charge 

conjugation as follows: 

C4'To C-' = T 0 

c T+, c-’ = -L, 

c 1, c-’ = T+, 
For triality zero. aon-degerate eigenrectors of T, uust be 

eigenvectors of c with eigenvalue +1. As a result, PDo 

q ust be neutral in additive guantum numbers like B, which 

then implies the quantun number retention hypothesis. For 

nou-zefo tsiality, P,is not an eigenvector of C and, 

consequently, not necessarily neutral with respect to B or 
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0. Another uay of stating the condition sufficient PBE 

satisfying the hypothesis is as follows~ if a particbe 

its antiparticle are connected through %be cascade, thea the 

qpantun numbers of the fragmenting partiePe are cetai~ied in 

its fragmentation region. For emaaple, a cascade stop 

cannot connect a q with a ij (Q --+ Zj + ffnal state pmtieks) 

or else fractionally charged particles xonld appear f tb%e 

final state. In the case of hadronic ftaq 

particle and anti- particle can be conaected throug 

cascade. (Hots that in a special aodel where baryolas and 

anti-baryons are not connected through the cz~~ade~ then the 

quantum nnxber hypothesis fails for hadrcmfc ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

this case corresponds to a cascade faatrlx with d~q~~~~~t~ 

leading eigenvalues.) 

The above results can be generalized ES fe~lg 

assume that cascades develop ia a steprise Process of %he 

forn@T+$ where t is the trialitp(a%,O), The ~~~b~b~~~~ 

rectors PN give the probabilities for various ~tates~ !A.93 

we assume to be finite in number , to be ~c~~~~~~ after N 

steps. Pe assnae that the cascade reatrI +/ has a u.niqae 

leading eiqenvector, which xust have an eigeava 

Physically this means ue assume there 2s a mfqne cascaile 

for each triality which develops asymptotically, Par 

exaople, a cascade begun with a p quark will develop 

asymptotically into the saoe cascade as an y1 or A gasa~k 06 
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any state with trialitp tl. The asymptotic state, P", V 

is independent of the fraqmtiag particle except for its 

trfality, Eecaose cTw+,c.-' = -I, ) the asymptotic cascades 

for triality +I and -1 are simply charge conjugates. Ilet 

the asvsptotic probability vectors be P,+ , c and EL* 
for triality +1,-l, and 0. A cascade begun , say, bp a p 

quark ccsald be represented by 

The amount of any additive quantun number, Q, left in the 

fragmentation region would be Aq = GjCP,.‘) - Q(ig) e 

Peynman’s hypothesis was that qu?,") = 0 for all 

additive qoantoa numbers Q. If this were the case then a[? 

would be the quantum number of the quark initiating the 

cascade. As we have seen, this is not necessarily true. 

llhat ue can expect is that if we compare cascades initiated 

by different states with the saue triality, then Aq-(;,(Pd) 

is universal, This result follorrs from the uniqueness of 

the asymptotic state: the quantum nuaber hypothesis fails 

when this state is not neutral. In other vords, 
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For example, the electric charge left in the fragnentation 

region of a p quark should be one greater than that left in 

the fragmentation region of an n quark or a 'h quark. 

Similar results follov for the other additive quantum 

numbers. Also note that charge conjugation implies G(P$;)=-Q(P&;) 

so that nq\ = 4Q(q) 0 Of course a similar argument 

in the case of trialitp zero cascade& ieplies the asy 
- 

state Porn is neutral, ie. AQli-tqclron) = q(hadrm). 

For the case Q = I, the situation is somewhat different 

from the cases Q = B and Q = Y. Since Tt Paust be inxanlant 

under a reflection in isospin space (charge syBaetry!), PL 

* Pz3 and Pz must have IL=O, i,e. the z co 

of isospin is retained in the fragmentation region. Thus 

AIz(~)':,~r~)=-,'jctc,)as Peynman found. On the other band, 

Tt need not be SO(3) symmetric so we cannot draw any 

conclusions about Y. 

Summarizing the results for cascades initiated by a 

single quark, we have for the quantum numbers left in the 

fragmentation region: 

where AI 2, AR and AY' are the average 
I 

amounts of the quantum numbers observed in the frag 
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region, The electric charge and strangeness are related to 
AY 

the above via the GePl-Ham - Xishijima relation: A&\ = b&t 2 

where AY’= Ah--QS e The fragmentation region need not be 

precisely defined since the adjoining plateau is neutral at 

very high energies, 

The experimental quantities A9 can be eepresented in 

the notation of Groaau, Ravndal, and Zarui as follows: 

describes the 

probability of a p quark producing a hadron h with a 

('23) 

fraction 1: of the molrentua of the quark, Our assumption 

that there is a unique cascade for the system with trialitp 

for small z. 

where a is the same constant in all three cases. Pn other 

wordsfo the plateau height o which deteraines the dorainant 

contributian to the logarithmic multiplicity is the saue 

fur all fragsenting states of the saBe trialitg, (The 

plateau heights are the saae for triality +l and -1 by G 

invariance.) In particular, since there is no relathn 

between triality zero and trbalitp k 1 cascades, the 

constants multiplying In s in the multiplicities in ese- 

annihilation and pp collisions need not be equal, i.e, CC.+~,- se %-l. 

Eowerer, the height of the current plateau in electro- or 
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neutriao- production is equal to that in e+e- annihilation 

(see Pig. 2). so that the multiplicity in lepto-production 

at high Q2 and/or high IAI is 

The length of the parton fragaentation region is 

determined by the noa-leading eigenvalues in the cascade 

picture, If each cascade step corresponds to a fixed 

rapidity interval L, then non-asymptotic contributions should 

vanish as AN - A Y& where A is the second largest 

eigenvalue. The correlation length is a-/ t7.&%2;I) - 

An order of magnitude estinate is [,%a (as in hadronic 

fragsentation), L '=,&~a (if tvo particles share the 

entnm of the initial one) so that h z QfL * 

The experimental consequences of the weaker version of 

the quanrtum number conjecture (eg. 22) can be tested in 

%ecLusive neutrino reactions. ( V/v-+r/hx ). These 

processes perait a determination of the type of quatk 

ejected, For example, at high energy, the left-handed R+ 

boson { rL ) takes only a n or 2 quark into a p , 

rhfle a right-handed W+ boson ( GR ) takes only a j5 into a 

ii or>. The strangeness changing processes, which are 

suppressed by the Cabibbo angle, can be separated in 

principle ( although it may be extremely difficult in 

practice) by observing the strangeness of the final state, 
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III. HIGH ENERGY PROCESSES IITHIN CASCADE tlODELS 

To clarify the preceedzng section and to extend the 

dynamical framework, we outline how a number of high energy 

processes would be described in the context of our cascade 

aod6?ls. The essential features of the ~~odels are that the 

cascades exist aa~ong states of the same triality and phoceed 

to a unique aspBptotic state (for that trialitg) and that 

the hadrons are emitted by the cascade in a step-wise 

fashion leading to a constant density in rapidity. Although 

nsany of the results obtained are not new, it is interesting 

to risw them from this different perspective. 

e+ e- Annihilation 

Ia ee- annihilation, the tim-like virtual photom 

decays through a q5 intermediate with each quark having an 

initial rapidity ln(Q/?I) in th! relative center of mass 

(rapidities being Baeasnred with respect to the q;i axis). 

The q and G cascade independently for aboutNsteps where 

hjNO(ln(Q/H)). If fl is large, the cascades will be given 

approximately by PL + andP, =CP, . Thus the heights 

of the cascades are the same and the quark-like quantnsa 

numbers disappear when the two cascades "aseetw, 
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Deep Ine?~stic Tapt - p2:Auction 

Par d+yhX and Cp +&X we follow 

Peynwan and work in a frame in which q, the virtual W cr 8 

somentun,is purely spacelike and defines the negative 

z-axis. If the target's woeentals is P and the obserred 

hadrones aorentum is p, the standaed invariants are 

Mv = '*f 

Mc = p*P 

/' 
Jb; - * 

pa 
J- ‘ 

4 .m - 
If 

w ‘r &y&p = ‘/&, 

‘u’i = Zp~S/$ 

Thns in thSs frame G2: 
1 

4 
2 and - axP,=p e 

The target hadron cascades according to the 

prescription of the previous section for tEialitql zem until 

the, cascade reaches the point at which lit contaPus a parton 

of moaentum XP. The virtual photon strikes t is paiton (let 

us assuae it is a p quark) and precisely rowe~ses its 

motion, The hadron cascade is thns transfor 

sgstew of triality -1 which proceeds wia T_, while the 

struck partoa decays via T,,. 

In this same frame, the initial hadron rapidity is 

y~la(~*\-,/P1), When the virtual photon strikes the cascade, the 



cascade rapidity has descreased toMIn (Q/h). The struck 

parton begins its cascade with approxiaatefy the negatiro, of 

this rapidity, while the hadron minus the quark continues 

from p 5 fn (Q/B), For large Q/H, th@ cascades aeet as 

before in e+e- annihilation, with C invariance guaranteeing 

that they have the same height, (Pig. 2 c) 15 Note that th@ 

hadrsn ainns the guark has the quantum nuabsrs of a G and 
- 

asymptotically develops the sa e plateau [I?, ). 

Hadron - Hadfon Scattering 

As described in the prewiou~ scection, we i 

hadrons evolve into final states through a cascade similar 

to that bg which guark-partons turn into hadrons, The 

cascads prescription guarantees that a neutral plateau is 

present in the c@nter of mass of the colliding high energy 

hadrons, and that this plateau is universal independent of 

the colliding hadrons, The gaantua ntmbers are retained in 

the respective fragmentation regions. 

According to Peyrman"s parton model, the doeainant 

scattering mechanism producing the above picture is the 

exchange of 'Oweew partons - partons with finite c.n. ouenta 

- resulting in a final hadrons distribution with limited 

transeerse aomeata, In addition there Baag be whard*v 

parton-parton scattering resulting in partons knocked out 



with large transverse momenta* A similar description k4f 
lb 

this process in the parton model has been given by Sarit, 

bnt we shall review the analysis in term of the cascade. 

,Suppose two hadrons each having a cmx, energy E - #4 b"/,J 

co%lidc sach that the partons with aomznta pl 

and 2 P suffer a hard collision alaa exit as P' and pd. 

Let us focus our attention on p, and p," e we shall 
- / 

consider tbe cases of large fixed P i1 ( ~i;~ E,‘Ctiih 63, 7I7M 

but E,,' ',) p,; ) and fixed angle ( 6' F c;t< ) B and tke 

felatioxi to limited transverse mm3nta(p,~ 2 </?A>), 

First we boost to a frame in which p, and p,’ ar@ 
coJJ.linear and oppositely directed. Barton23 morilng initially 

in tbe saxe direction as p, ana with x >O are also 

collinear with p, and prin this frame, Setting aside the 

partons associated witb p,and pi , the partoas in this 

colbinear frame have the same distribution as they wouPCa 

if tke were the result of lepto-production, with p: being 

tke struck parton sosentnm and p, being the hole 

accordingly we expect them to evolve into kadroans ia tke 

saae fashion as they do in this prevfously etsnsidlersd 

sitaatic2n. Thus, typical hadron immenta will kare 1% 

transverse components in the collinear frcare. @hat does 

this look like in the ~.a,? Rossting back, we ma that a 

*fragment of the hole m will also have himited transverse 

oseatuan with respect to the original beaa direction, I$ We 



consider a fraqxent of the struck partsn, the hadron 

~~~~~t~~ lies near the direction of the struck parton and 

aBso witk a spread -<pJaway frsa this axis. The two cylinders 

centered on the hole and struck partsn directions will 

erlap fog: final state hadxons with a C~BI. energy E, such 

that EC -sin 8, w ( pL) ( 8, is the parton scattering angle 

88 kmfQS%) 0 The hadrons with E < E, are not simply 

ass~~iat~~ with just the hole or the partox, It is natural 

%x3 .asstme t at the diynamics in this region are those of 

td.aliity zeroB P,e. governed bp T, . In this heuristic 

ietarc, we see a tr%ality -1 and a triality +1 system 

srging and continuing as a triality zero systems. The 

ent of tke tkis triality zero spsten depends on EO . 

Pox finite 8, j E,= <pL>hlns is finite. On the other I 
P* of the parton is lasge and fixed while E*m,@,N 2, 

there is an increasing donaia n E< E, , in which 

the dxons are mmtrolled by triality zero dgnaxtics, 

virtue of this 8escriptioa is that if we let prA 

a~~~~~~~ tO~ims <p&> e the txiaility zero system engulfs 

tke triality non-zero systems and we move continuously to 

the cm3474 in which all transverse momenta axe limited. (See 

iq 36, e fin#. directly that the multiplicity is given 
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This fcrmula makes manifest the smooth transition to the 

liaited transverse moaentua domain. 

IV, coIcLusxoIs 

le have presented a framework for parton cascades which 

reproduces @any of FeynmanBs conjectures. In particular, 

hadron plateaus are universal independent of the 

initiating hadron. Similarly, plateaus initiated by guarks 

are universal, independent of quark type and dependent 

only cm triafity. However, there is no required connection 

be tween the triality zero and triality non-zero plateaus, 

suggesting that the coefficients of the logarithmic 

multiplicities in pp collisions and e+e- annihilation say 

well be different, The two distinct cascade types - 

triality zero and trialitg non-zero - play a fundamental 

role in the description of a variety of high energy 

processes. 

Within the context of our models, all of which have 

ic aultiplicities, Peynaan's quantum number 
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f et .dCiP iijfl 4y; flt,hn>i-j F0r pn<ion fragmentation bCj:'d tiOt 

flC?!a:k?+4~i3~i 1 J :inld. s Y&9kfi!H: farm (see eq. 22 ) is ohta 2,) --A, 

u;iaj.ch woul4 zegui3-s, for +-iample, that the electric ch.*tige 

La the p q:jdik fsaqnentation region be one greater khan that 

in the a sguar-k or a quark fsagaentation regions. In all 

orir ?mdeaSl I, is retained in the fragmentation region, 

Again, trialitp seem to play a central 

mle in detereining that quantum numbers must be retained in 

entation region of a hadron but not necessarily in 

eatation region of a quark. 

8hi%e it is encouraging that a framework consistent 

th aaany postulates of the parton model can be produced, 

the far @ore difficult problem of understanding the actual 

dynamics remains. 

Be arc very grateful for many helpful disctmsions with 

J, D* Bjorken, 6. R. Fatrar, 8. P. Peynaan, and R. Kugler. 
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APPENDIX 

Pe display here a class of models different from those 

in the main text. Here we assume all quarks and anti-Quarks 

,act independently. This scheme is a specific type of tSarkso 

prrocess called a discrete branching process. It suffices to 

consider the nuaber of the various kinds of quarks in the 

cascade at each step. me find that Pepnman@s conjecture is 

satisfied as long as there is baryon production ( unlike the 

situation in the Farrar-Rosner model), but that tultiplicities 

grow gearetrically rather than logarithmically. 

We can express the population of the cascade by a 

column sector: 

P f 

The average value of some additive quantum number carried by 

the cascade is 

where the sum is over quarks and anti-quarks. Under @hat 

conditions does(~)van so that feynaan*s conjecture is 

satisfied? Obviously it suffices to have P P = qj b 
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P, = PE , and PA = px , i.e. C P = P. If 

we conaaider only TE and Y, it suffiares to have Pp = pn 
;=: PA , etc., i-e. SU(3') syximetrp, 

ue recapitulate the Fartar-Rosner counterexample of 

Peynlxaa"s conjecture in this formalism as follows. The 

gap between a q and G arising in e+e- annihilation is filled 

in with isosinglet q?j pairs. Neighboring pairs recombine to 

form mesons which break up the isosinglet pairs. Thus for 

the cascade initfated by a <. we have: G (d (+i) l l l 

tag 44) 

I I 

03ij) 0.0 - The quarks to the left of the break 

farm the residue of hadrons and the first anti-quark to the 

right cf the break is the casca%e. Thus the probability 

vector is 

Clearly BeynBan@s hypothesis fails for B and is satisfied 

for I enlp in the SO(3) limit (though, of course, always 

work%ng for I, in any event). 

Suppose on the other hand that there is some haryon 

Thus in addition to processes in which a quark is 

ed into another quark with meson emission (q-3&g), 

there are processes in which a quark turns into two 

anti-guarks with the emission of a baryon (q4BGj), and 



possibly more complex processm (e-9. fr--bs5. T--=4~914~ 

etc. 1. If ue suppose that each guark cascades 

independently, the developsent of the cascade can be 

described by 

P - -T-P /+I -- N 

uhere T is 6 x 6 matrix. By C invariance of the stron9 

interactions, T is necessarily of the fern 

T- iA+) 

where the rows and columns are labelled by p, b/Z, p. ii, 

and h . By isospin invariance, Ti i=l,2 is of the fora 

Using the orthoqonal 6 x 6 matrix 

-3c - 



we have 

and 

In thfs representation, Feynman*s'hypothesis is satisfied if 

Rhihle the ParrarBosner model yields 



I 

f!a all bt except the initial state. 

It is straight-forward to find the eige,nvec%ors, v- 
J 

i(which are not orthogonal in genreral) and eigenvalues Aj of 

a matrix of the form (A5) * They are 

v, = (p - r-4 , &ra-I3 

Thus the rfgenvectors of TV are 

where I, (A) is qiven by (A 10) with p replaced by'(p+-3),/G 

etc., a replaced by a, -+ a2 , etc. Now if the initial 

probability vector is 

then 



The Peynman hypothesis is satisfied if the differences 

P - Fb 11 - ii, and &- 3 tend to zero asymptotically, Le. 

if ‘zy I ?s are less than unity. Since qpz, , it 

afficas that 

and 

qs=a Q,- ’ ( Q, + b, --b, +- e,-- e, A- ,/ Cc,- e, - Qi +U,- bit b$ t-8~c,-c&-d$ 

4 I (4 IL) 

Be significance of the elePrrents of T,- TL can be 

determined by considering what happens to a p or 2 quark 

af%er a single cascade step. 

processes: 

la1 \ 

ile have for these one.step 
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I 

i,e* qoarks produce more negative hypercharge hadrons than 

positive and rice-wersa for p quarks, Bdditionally, we 

expect thatdRCp~?~anddBl;\)?o, 2,s. ;\. and p quarks produce 

more baryons than anti-baryons, Prom the expression for TS 

we see that the introduction of a small amount of baryon 

production reduces yls from unity to a value less than one, 

thsas guaranteeing the success of Peynman's conjecture in 

these wodels. 

The eigenvalues yt4 and kL, can be expressed similarly: 

here al--@ is the average z-component of isospin of the 

ittea by a g cjuansk per cascade step. Of course we 

expect Ar,(p,, 0 * We see now that the requirement Vl(', 

aj' I ) Qnd Rb': I as32 met quite generally. Of the six 

e~9enwectors* on%y u + carries 12#o . Thus the 

tion of I3 is governed by II+ . Since a5 carries 

both B and Y and since $+)tlL e the equilibration of thasc 

qaantu bers is governed by rltj s Since .~rjis reduced 

be%ov unity on%y by the strange particle and barpon 

rodnction, e anticipate that Q5'? 'I,+ and thus I2 sbonld 

eq~i%ib~ate more guickly than Y or B. 

In the Fasrar - Wosaer ode% bFcp)=c; and AA(A)= 0 ) so 



that q5=$= I . Aere we have two degenerate systems which are 

coapletefg independent: the system initiated by quarks and 

fhe one initiated by anti-quarks, 

@hen Q-ci we have also y1z' i so that the nueaber of 

quarks in the cascade grows as mJN 0 Consequently the 

unmber of hadrons emitted per step grows as cq21N . This 

geometric particle growth is incompatible with a flat 

plateau and is the, primary motivation for constraining our 

cascades discussed in the main text to have a bounded number 

of quarks at each step. 
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FIGUBE CbPTIOZYS 

1. (a) . A siaple model for hadrcnic final states in e+e- 

annihilation. The rapidity gap between the initial 

quark and anti-quark is filled with N isosinqlet 

qg pairs ( N d rapidity gap). Adjacent quarks 

and anti-quarks (beginning at either end) are 

assured to convert into pioas. 

(b). The above model pictured as a cascade. The first 

step is the initial quark throviag off the first 

pion and producing a quark which initiates the 

second step. 

2. (a). Parton distributions before and 

(b). after interaction with a virtual photon in the 

Breit fraue of the virtual photon and struck 

parton. 

The inclusive distribution, I dd 

(c-3 l 

'9 
, versus 

the rapidity, v. for deep inelastic lepto- 

production at large W (a~,- is the average 

transverse mass). 



3. (a). Parton distributions before md after a *hard@ 

parton-parton scatteriag which pradnces barge 

transverse aoetenta events in hadron-badson 

scattering. 

W . Schematic representation od the final state 

hadron distribution in a large transverse 

momentum hadron hadron scattering event. The 

triality of each cascade is i.nc%icated for an event 

in which a quark and antiqaaark suffer the bar 

collision. 
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